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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

■ Section 1

Application

(Part only shown)

1.1 General 

Note The objective of this procedure is to assess the strength of the ship primary hull structure, cargo tank and tank supporting structure
to withstand the static and wave induced design loads. The ability of the containment system to accommodate the global or local
deformations of the ship structure is not considered in this procedure. Therefore, it is necessary for the designers The designer is to
consider and demonstrate separately that the containment system design in terms of strength and fatigue capability can withstand
intended loads and comply with the strength of the cargo containment system can withstand other loads as required by the Rules for
Ships for Liquefied Gases and IGC Code., see Ch 1, 1.1 General 1.1.2. Additional design requirements with respect to the ship structure
specified by the containment system supplier are to be complied with. It is recommended that the designer consult the containment
system supplier early on in the design cycle.

■ Section 2

Symbols

2.1 Definition 

(Part only shown)

2.1.1 The symbols used in these guidance notes are defined as follows:

D = depth of ship, as defined in Pt 3, Ch 1,6 of the Rules for Ships

kL, k = higher tensile steel factor, see Pt 3, Ch 2, 1.2 of the Rules for Ships

SWBM = Sstill Wwater Bbending Mmoment
VWBM = Vvertical Wwave Bbending Mmoment
HWBM = horizontal wave bending moment, as defined in Ch 2, 4.15 Design horizontal wave bending moment

Mw = design vertical bending moment, including hog and sag factor, f2, and ship service factor, f1 see Pt 3, Ch 4,5 of the Rules for 

Ships 

σL = 
235

𝑘L
 N/mm2

λ = factor against buckling
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Chapter 2 
Analysis of Primary Structures of Type A Tank Liquefied Gas Carriers 

■ Section 1

Objectives

1.1 General 

(Part only shown) 

1.1.4 The calculated load on each tank support assumes perfect fit and alignment of all supports and structural members. Additionally,
no account is taken of misalignment caused by contraction of the tank’s structure during cool down, construction tolerances or any other
factors in the preparation of the Finite Element (FE) models. Recognition of these limitations is to be made in the assessment of the
chock and support arrangements and guidance for this is given in Ch 2, 4.1516 Support and chock design loads.

■ Section 2

Structural modelling

2.1 FE modelling 

(Part only shown) 

2.1.4 Typical arrangements representing Type A tank liquefied gas carriers ships are shown from Figure 2.2.1 3-D FE model of a 
Type A Tank Liquefied Gas Carrier Ship to Figure 2.2.6 3-D Fine mesh finite element model showing the cargo tank supports. The
proposed scantlings, excluding Owner’s extras and any additional thicknesses to comply with the optional ShipRight ES Procedure, are
to be used throughout the model. The selected size and type of elements are to provide a satisfactory representation of the deflection
and stress distributions within the structure.

(Title change for Figure 2.2.1) 

Figure 2.2.1 3-D FE model of a Type A Tank Liquefied Gas Carrier Ship 
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■ Section 3

Boundary conditions

3.1 Introduction 

Table 2.3.1 Boundary conditions for full ship model 

Load case Boundary conditions

Wave load cases, see Ch 2, 4.2 Wave load cases

• Bending moment sub-load cases
• Wave crest/trough sub-load cases

See Ch 2, 3.2 Symmetrical boundary conditions for global loads and Figure 2.3.1 

Boundary conditions for the application of symmetric global loads 

See Ch 2, 3.3 Symmetrical boundary conditions for local loads and Figure 2.3.2 

Boundary conditions for the application of symmetric local loads and Figure 2.3.3 

Alternative boundary conditions for the application of symmetric local loads 

Vertical dynamic load cases, see Ch 2, 4.3 Vertical 

dynamic load cases

See Ch 2, 3.2 Symmetrical boundary conditions for global loads and Figure 2.3.1 

Boundary conditions for the application of symmetric global loads 

Static heel load cases, see Ch 2, 4.4 Static heel load 

cases

See Ch 2, 3.4 Asymmetric boundary conditions for transverse loads, inertial relief
solution is recommended or alternative boundary conditions given in Figure 2.3.4 

Alternative boundary conditions for transverse cases for a full-breadth model if an 

inertial relief solution cannot be applied 

Transverse dynamic load cases, see Ch 2, 4.5 

Transverse dynamic load cases

See Ch 2, 3.4 Asymmetric boundary conditions for transverse loads, inertial relief
solution is recommended or alternative boundary conditions given in Figure 2.3.4 

Alternative boundary conditions for transverse cases for a full-breadth model if an 

inertial relief solution cannot be applied 

Collision load cases, see Ch 2, 4.6 Collision load 

cases
See Figure 2.3.1 Boundary conditions for the application of symmetric global loads 

Tank test condition, see Ch 2, 4.7 Tank test condition
See Ch 2, 3.2 Symmetrical boundary conditions for global loads and Figure 2.3.1 

Boundary conditions for the application of symmetric global loads 

Flotation load cases, see Ch 2, 4.8 Flotation load 

cases

See Ch 2, 3.3 Symmetrical boundary conditions for local loads and Figure 2.3.2 

Boundary conditions for the application of symmetric local loads and Figure 2.3.3 

Alternative boundary conditions for the application of symmetric local loads 

Hold flooded load cases, see Ch 2, 4.9 Hold flooded 

load cases

An inertia relief solution is recommended. If the FE package being used does not
provide this facility, then alternative boundary conditions given in Figure 2.3.1 Boundary 

conditions for the application of symmetric global loads may be used. See Ch 2, 3.4 

Asymmetric boundary conditions for transverse loads.

3.4 Asymmetric boundary conditions for transverse loads 

3.4.1 For a full-breadth model, it is recommended that an inertial relief solution be used for removing rigid body motion for these
cases. The position of the reference points is not critical provided that the point selected has stiffness in the required degrees of freedom
and the complete set describes the rigid body motion. The centre of gravity of the ship may be selected as a reference point. The feature
of this solution sequence is that any out-of-balance loads are reacted by inertial forces acting on the mass elements of the model, the
reference points are only reference values and hence no inappropriate stress and deflections are generated at these positions. However,
if the FE package being used does not provide this facility, then alternative boundary conditions given in Ch 2, 3.4 Asymmetric boundary 
conditions for transverse loads 3.4.2 Figure 2.3.4 Alternative boundary conditions for transverse cases for a full-breadth model if an 
inertial relief solution cannot be applied may be used.
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(Chapter 2, Section 4 is to be deleted in its entirety and replaced with this comprehensive update) 

■ Section 4

Loading condition

4.1 Introduction 

4.1.1 This Section specifies the standard load cases which are to be considered in the stress and buckling assessments. These
include load components arising from static and dynamic effects.

4.1.2 Some of the standard load cases in this Section may not need to be examined if the ship is not to operate in such loading
conditions. In this case, a note is to be included in the Loading Manual stating that these loading conditions are not permitted. The load
cases to be analysed should be discussed and agreed with LR at the earliest opportunity.

4.1.3 Additional load cases may need to be examined if the ship is in an unusual configuration or is to be operated in conditions which
would give rise to higher stresses. If the ship’s Loading Manual contains conditions in which ballast tanks in way of empty cargo tanks 
are empty or have reduced filling level, then these conditions are to be analysed.

4.1.4 The fully loaded conditions are defined on the basis that the ship's scantling draught is not significantly different from the
operating draught. If this is not so, then special consideration will be given.

4.1.5 The assigned permissible still water bending moment, MSW, to be used in the analysis may be less than the Rule permissible
still water bending moments, 𝑀S

̅̅ ̅̅ , but MSW is not to be taken as less than 0,25 times 𝑀S
̅̅ ̅̅ . The values of MSW used in the analysis are to be 

incorporated into the ship’s Loading Manual and loading instrument as the assigned permissible still water bending moment values, see 
Figure 2.4.1 Permissible still water bending moment envelopes.

4.2 Wave load cases 

4.2.1 The wave load cases to be analysed are specified in Table 2.4.1 Wave load cases.

4.2.2 The bending moment is based on the ship's operating loading conditions specified in Table 2.4.1 Wave load cases and includes
all static load components. The Rule design vertical wave bending moment and the permissible vertical still water bending moment
envelope, MSW (see Ch 2, 4.1 Introduction 4.1.5 and Ch 1, 2.1 Definition), are to be applied.

Explanatory notes for the application of the vertical bending moments are given in Ch 2, 4.13 Application of assigned permissible still 
water and design vertical wave bending moment envelope. All deadweight and lightweight items are to be applied. The ship is balanced
on a trimmed waterline.

4.2.3 For the local wave crest/trough, external pressure due to a local wave crest or wave trough is applied to the model, see Ch 2, 
4.14 Procedure to apply local wave crest or trough.

4.2.4 Where the ship’s Loading Manual consists of loading conditions where the double bottom tanks in way of a loaded cargo tank
are filled, additional wave trough load cases for these loading conditions are to be considered in conjunction with the application of the
sagging still water bending moment, MSW, and sagging vertical wave bending moment, MW.

4.3 Vertical dynamic load cases 

4.3.1 The following loads are to be applied to the FE model:

• External hydrostatic pressures due to the quasi-static trimmed waterline.
• Cargo pressure loads acting on the cargo tank structure. These loads are to include design cargo vapour pressure, static

pressure and dynamic pressure due to vertical and longitudinal accelerations.
• Inertia forces of lightship mass and other major deadweight items due to accelerations and effect of gravity.
• Rule design vertical wave bending moment distribution.
• Horizontal wave bending moment distribution, where applicable.
• Permissible vertical still water bending moment envelope, MSW, see Ch 2, 4.1 Introduction 4.1.5 and Ch 1, 2.1 Definition.

Explanatory notes for the application of these load components are given in Ch 2, 4.10 Application of loads to Ch 2, 4.13 Application of 
assigned permissible still water and design vertical wave bending moment envelope.

4.3.2 The vertical dynamic load cases to be analysed are specified in Table 2.4.2 Vertical dynamic load cases. The combination
factors for dynamic loads given in Table 2.4.9 Load combination factors (LCFs) for vertical and transverse dynamic load cases are to be
applied.
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4.3.3 For the vertical dynamic load cases, the following quasi-dynamic conditions are to be considered:

(a) Bow pitched down, a quasi-dynamic condition which reflects the ship at:
• maximum bow down pitch and hence deep draught forward; and
• maximum downwards inertial load due to upward vertical acceleration at the forward end.

(b) Stern pitched down, a quasi-dynamic condition which reflects the ship at:
• maximum stern down pitch and hence deep draught aft; and
• maximum downwards inertial load due to upward vertical acceleration at the aft end.

(c) Maximum heave, a quasi-dynamic condition which reflects the ship at
• maximum downward heave;
• maximum downwards inertial load due to upward vertical acceleration at the middle part of the ship.

4.3.4 The longitudinal, transverse and vertical accelerations are to be calculated in accordance with Ch 2, 4.11 Calculation of 
accelerations which include the effect of gravity.

4.3.5 These load cases are to be evaluated using quasi-static techniques, see Ch 2, 4.12 Procedure to derive the quasi-static waterline 
for dynamic load cases.

4.4 Static heel load cases 

4.4.1 The static heel load cases to be analysed are specified in Table 2.4.3 Static heel load cases. These load cases are for the
compliance with the IGC Code requirement that tank and tank supporting structures are to be able to sustain a 30° static heel condition.
The analysis is to be carried out based on a full load condition.

4.4.2 Static load due to all deadweight and lightweight items is to be applied. The ship is to be heeled at an angle of 30° and balanced
vertically on a trimmed waterline.

4.4.3 The Rule design vertical wave bending moment and the permissible vertical still water bending moment envelope need not to
be applied. However, if the actual hull girder bending moment achieved in the model exceeds MSW + 0,6MW, then correcting the bending
moment in the model to MSW + 0,6MW is permitted.

4.5 Transverse dynamic load cases 

4.5.1 The following loads are to be applied to the FE model:

• External sea pressure applied to the model is to be taken as the hydrostatic pressures resulting from the ship vertically balanced
trimmed and heeled waterline. The pressure head distribution is given in Figure 2.4.2 Hydrostatic pressure distribution for

asymmetric load cases using a full-breadth model.
• Cargo pressure loads acting on the cargo tank structure. These loads are to include design cargo vapour pressure, static

pressure and dynamic pressure due to vertical, longitudinal and transverse accelerations.
• Inertia forces of lightship mass and other deadweight items due to relevant accelerations and effect of gravity.
• Horizontal wave bending moment distribution.

4.5.2 The transverse dynamic load cases to be analysed are specified in Table 2.4.4 Transverse dynamic load cases. The analysis
is to be carried out based on two cargo loading configurations, i.e. Alternate load 1 (odd numbered cargo tanks loaded, even numbered
cargo tanks empty) and Alternate load 2 (even numbered cargo tanks loaded, odd numbered cargo tanks empty). If it is clearly stated in
the ship’s Loading Manual that alternate loading conditions and single tank loading conditions are prohibited in a sea-going condition,
then a full load condition can be used for the analysis.

4.5.3 The cargo loading condition to be used for the analysis is to be such that it results in maximum transverse acceleration. For
each loading configuration the loading condition with maximum GM from the ship’s Loading Manual, which will result in the maximum
transverse acceleration component, is to be used. Where the ship’s Loading Manual contains a single tank loading condition, this loading
configuration is to be analysed in addition to the alternate loading configurations specified in Table 2.4.4 Transverse dynamic load cases.
Single tank loading conditions need not to be considered if it is specifically stated in the ship's Loading Manual that single tank loading
conditions are prohibited.

4.5.4 The applied wave bending moments and longitudinal, transverse and vertical accelerations are to be obtained using the load
combination factors given in Table 2.4.9 Load combination factors (LCFs) for vertical and transverse dynamic load cases. The
instantaneous accelerations, ax, ay and az, are to be calculated in accordance with the formulae given in Ch 2, 4.11 Calculation of 

accelerations.

4.5.5 The pressures acting at the tank boundary are to be calculated in accordance with Ch 2, 4.10 Application of loads 4.10.3.

4.5.6 The load cases are to be evaluated using quasi-static techniques, see Ch 2, 4.12 Procedure to derive the quasi-static waterline 
for dynamic load cases.
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4.5.7 The analysis of the transverse dynamic load cases may be based on the actual bending moment resulting from the application
of loads to the FE model. No additional vertical bending moment is required to be applied to the FE model.

4.6 Collision load cases 

4.6.1 This load case is to consider the transverse bulkheads capability to withstand the collision load on the model surface
corresponding to one half the weight of the cargo in the forward direction and one quarter the weight of the tank and cargo in the aft
direction according to LR’s Rules for Ships for Liquefied Gases.

4.6.2 The transverse swash bulkheads, where fitted, should be able to withstand half the collision load as described in Ch 2, 4.6 
Collision load cases 4.6.1. However, the transverse swash bulkheads need not be considered in the analysis if the scantlings are greater
than half of the end transverse bulkheads.

4.6.3 The collision load cases to be analysed are specified in Table 2.4.5 Collision load cases. These load cases are to be analysed
based on full load condition.

4.6.4 All static load components and external hydrostatic pressures due to the static waterline for these conditions are to be applied.
The cargo design vapour pressure is to be applied.

4.6.5 No additional vertical bending moment is required to be applied to the FE model, i.e. the vertical bending moment in the model
is equal to the still water bending moment generated by the applied loads.

4.6.6 The pressure at the tank boundary is to be calculated according to Ch 2, 4.10 Application of loads 4.10.3.

4.6.7 The following two scenarios are to be considered:

• friction forces bases on dynamic friction coefficients,
• friction forces based on static friction coefficient.

4.7 Tank test condition 

4.7.1 These case(s) are to consider the ship in the actual loading conditions when the tank test procedures are undertaken. It may
be necessary to analyse load cases for the testing of each cargo tank separately. All still water loads and external pressure due to the
actual test conditions are to be applied. The pressures in the tanks are to correspond to the test values as required by Ch 4, 4.21.5 of
the Rules for Ships for Liquefied Gases. The tank test case(s) to be analysed are specified in Table 2.4.6 Special load cases.

4.7.2 Where the actual test loading condition consists of filling of two or more cargo tanks sequentially, then the loading condition at
the end of each step of the loading sequence is to be investigated to ensure the structure is not overloaded.

4.7.3 The pressures in each tank are to represent the test pressure and all still water load items are to be applied. External
hydrostatic pressures due to the still waterline are to be applied.

4.7.4 Where the tank testing is planned to be carried out in dry dock rather than afloat, tank testing loads are to be proposed as far
as practicable and reviewed in accordance with LR requirements. The detail analysis for the assessment of tank strength and blocks on
dry dock is to be submitted and approved.

4.8 Flotation load cases 

4.8.1 The objective of the load case is to examine the yield and buckling capability for the topside tank and transverse structures in
way of anti-floating chock to withstand the flotation load in the cargo holds.

4.8.2 The flotation load cases to be analysed are specified in Table 2.4.6 Special load cases. The load case has been greatly
simplified to include only the forces acting on the anti-flotation chocks when they are seated on top of the cargo tanks. A load case to
study each tank individually may be required.

4.8.3 Only the void space between the inside of the hold and the outside of the cargo tank boundaries is assumed to be flooded up
to the scantling draught. The cargo tanks are to be empty. External buoyancy, deadweight and lightweight items and all other loads are
not to be applied.

4.8.4 This load case is not based on an actual loading condition. If damage stability calculations are available, then the depth of
flooding from the damage stability calculations may be used in lieu of the scantling draught.

4.9 Hold flooded load cases 

4.9.1 The objective of the load cases is to examine the yield and buckling capability of the transverse watertight bulkhead and
double bottom structures to withstand the load in the event that the cargo hold is flooded as a result of collision or other accidental
occurrence.

4.9.2 Each cargo hold is to be considered flooded separately. The hold flooded load cases to be analysed are specified in Table 
2.4.6 Special load cases.
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4.9.3 All cargo tanks are to be fully loaded and the ship is to be at its deepest draught. The damaged loading condition is
summarised in Table 2.4.7 Summary of loading condition with one cargo hold flooded.

4.9.4 External and internal hydrostatic pressure due to flooded waterline in damaged condition is to be applied. The pressure
described in Table 2.4.7 Summary of loading condition with one cargo hold flooded is to be applied to the transverse bulkheads of the
flooded cargo hold. Static load due to all deadweight and lightweight items is to be applied. The ship is to be balanced vertically on a
heeled and trimmed waterline.

4.9.5 No additional vertical bending moment is required to be applied to the FE model, i.e. the vertical bending moment in the model
is equal to the still water bending moment generated by the loads.
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Table 2.4.1 Wave load cases

Load case SWBM VWBM External static
pressure

Internal
pressure

External wave
pressure

Tank loading
pattern Boundary conditions

Full load S1.1
MSW

Hog
MW

Hog

Hydrostatic
pressure due
to static
balanced WL

g , Po Wave crest 
See Table 2.4.8 

Tank loading 
pattern, 1

See Ch 2, 3.2 Symmetrical 
boundary conditions for global 
loads and Figure 2.3.1 Boundary 
conditions for the application of 
symmetric global loads

Full load S1.2
MSW

Sag

MW

Sag

Hydrostatic
pressure due
to static
balanced WL

g , Po Wave trough 
See Table 2.4.8 

Tank loading 
pattern, 1

See Ch 2, 3.2 Symmetrical 
boundary conditions for global 
loads and Figure 2.3.1 Boundary 
conditions for the application of 
symmetric global loads

Alternate 1

S2.1

See Notes
4 and 6

MSW

Hog
MW

Hog

Hydrostatic
pressure due
to static
balanced WL

g , Po 
(Phold+, Phold-)
See Note  9

Wave crest 
See Table 2.4.8 

Tank loading 
pattern, 3

See Ch 2, 3.2 Symmetrical 
boundary conditions for global 
loads and Figure 2.3.1 Boundary 
conditions for the application of 
symmetric global loads

Alternate 2

S3.1

See Notes
5 and 6

MSW

Hog

MW

Hog

Hydrostatic
pressure due
to static
balanced WL

g , Po 
(Phold+, Phold-)
See Note 9

Wave crest 
See Table 2.4.8 

Tank loading 
pattern, 4

See Ch 2, 3.2 Symmetrical 
boundary conditions for global 
loads and Figure 2.3.1 Boundary 
conditions for the application of 
symmetric global loads

Ballast

S4

See Notes
7 and 8

MSW

Hog
MW

Hog

Hydrostatic
pressure due
to static
balanced WL

g , Po Wave crest 
See Table 2.4.8 

Tank loading 
pattern, 2

See Ch 2, 3.2 Symmetrical 
boundary conditions for global 
loads and Figure 2.3.1 Boundary 
conditions for the application of 
symmetric global loads

Note 1. The Rule design vertical wave bending moment and the permissible vertical still water bending moment envelope, MSW, are to be

applied to bending moment sub-load cases, see Ch 1, 2.1 Definition 2.1.1 and Ch 2, 4.1 Introduction 4.1.5 for definition of MSW.

Note 2. All lightweight and deadweight items are to be applied.

Note 3.  External wave pressure due to wave crest or wave trough is to be applied. See Ch 2, 4.2 Wave load cases 4.2.3 and Ch 2, 4.14 

Procedure to apply local wave crest or trough for the application of wave crest and wave trough.

Note 4.  Alternately loaded condition with odd number tanks full and even number tanks empty. Figure shown in Table 2.4.8 Tank loading 

pattern is a ship with three cargo tanks for illustration purpose.

Note 5.  Alternately loaded condition with even number tanks full and odd number tanks empty. Figure shown in Table 2.4.8 Tank loading 

pattern is a ship with three cargo tanks for illustration purpose.

Note 6.  Full ballast tanks are shown in way of empty cargo tanks. If the ship’s Loading Manual contains conditions in which ballast tanks in

way of empty cargo tanks are empty or have reduced filling level, then these conditions are to be analysed. See also Ch 2, 4.1 Introduction 

4.1.3 and Ch 2, 4.2 Wave load cases 4.2.4.

Note 7.  A deep draught loading condition with most water ballast tanks filled.

Note 8.  Ballast condition to be analysed without consideration of residual cargo below the lower fill limit.

Note 9.  Cargo hold overpressure (Phold+) is to be applied to the boundary of the holds with loaded cargo tanks. Cargo hold underpressure
(Phold-) is to be applied to boundary of the holds with empty cargo tanks. These loads are applied for the assessment of the strength of the

transverse bulkheads against build-up of pressure and suction in cargo holds. Cargo hold overpressure and underpressure are not to be

applied to the cargo tank surface.
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Table 2.4.2 Vertical dynamic load cases

Load case SWBM WBM Draught External pressure Internal
pressure

Tank loading
pattern

Boundary
conditions

Full load

V1.1a
Maximum bow
acceleration

(bow pitch down)

MSW

Sag
CVM MW

Sag Vertically
balanced quasi-
static trimmed

draught

Hydrostatic
pressure due to

quasi-static
trimmed waterline

ax, ay, az, Po

(see Note 2) 

See Table 
2.4.8 Tank 

loading 
pattern, 1

See Ch 2, 3.2 
Symmetrical 
boundary 
conditions for 
global loads

V1.1b
Maximum bow
acceleration

(bow pitch up)

MSW

Hog
CVM MW

Hog

V1.2a
Maximum stern

acceleration
(stern pitch down)

MSW

Hog

CVM MW

Hog
CHM MHW

Vertically
balanced quasi-
static trimmed
draught and

heeled draught

Hydrostatic
pressure due to

quasi-static
trimmed waterline

ax, ay, az, Po

(see Note 2) 

See Table 
2.4.8 Tank 

loading 
pattern, 1

See Ch 2, 3.4 
Asymmetrical 
boundary 
conditions for 
transverse 
loads

V1.2b
Maximum stern

acceleration
(stern pitch up)

MSW

Sag

CVM MW

Sag
CHM MHW

V1.3a
Maximum heave

(down)

MSW

Sag

CVM MW

Sag
CHM MHW

Vertically
balanced quasi-
static trimmed
draught and

heeled draught

Hydrostatic
pressure due to

quasi-static
trimmed waterline

ax, ay, az, Po

(see Note 2) 

See Table 
2.4.8 Tank 

loading 
pattern, 1

See Ch 2, 3.4 
Asymmetrical 
boundary 
conditions for 
transverse 
loads

V1.3b
Maximum heave

(up)

MSW

Hog

CVM MW

Hog
CHM MHW

Alternate 1
see 4, 6

V2.1a
Maximum bow
acceleration

(bow pitch down)

MSW

Sag
CVM MW

Sag Vertically
balanced quasi-
static trimmed

draught

Hydrostatic
pressure due to

quasi-static
trimmed waterline

ax, ay, az, Po

(see Note 2) 

See Table 
2.4.8 Tank 

loading 
pattern, 3

See Ch 2, 3.2 
Symmetrical 
boundary 
conditions for 
global loads

V2.1b 
Maximum bow
acceleration

(bow pitch up)

MSW

Hog
CVM MW

Hog

V2.2a
Maximum stern

acceleration
(stern pitch down)

MSW

Hog

CVM MW

Hog
CHM MHW

Vertically
balanced quasi-
static trimmed
draught and

heeled draught

Hydrostatic
pressure due to

quasi-static
trimmed waterline

ax, ay, az, Po

(see Note 2) 

See Table 
2.4.8 Tank 

loading 
pattern, 3

See Ch 2, 3.4 
Asymmetrical 
boundary 
conditions for 
transverse 
loads

V2.2b
Maximum stern

acceleration
(stern pitch up)

MSW

Sag

CVM MW

Sag
CHM MHW

V2.3a
Maximum heave

(down)

MSW

Sag

CVM MW

Sag
CHM MHW

Vertically
balanced quasi-
static trimmed
draught and

heeled draught

Hydrostatic
pressure due to

quasi-static
trimmed waterline

ax, ay, az, Po

(see Note 2) 

See Table 
2.4.8 Tank 

loading 
pattern, 3

See Ch 2, 3.4 
Asymmetrical 
boundary 
conditions for 
transverse 
loads

V2.3b
Maximum heave

(up)

MSW

Hog

CVM MW

Hog
CHM MHW

Alternate 2
see 5, 6

V3.1a 
Maximum bow
acceleration

(bow pitch down)

MSW

Sag
CVM MW

Sag Vertically
balanced quasi-
static trimmed

draught

Hydrostatic
pressure due to

quasi-static
trimmed waterline

ax, ay, az, Po

(see Note 2) 

See Table 
2.4.8 Tank 

loading 
pattern, 4

See Ch 2, 3.2 
Symmetrical 
boundary 
conditions for 
global loads

V3.1b
Maximum bow
acceleration

(bow pitch up)

MSW

Hog
CVM MW

Hog

V3.2a 
Maximum stern

acceleration
(stern pitch down)

MSW

Hog

CVM MW

Hog
CHM MHW

Vertically
balanced quasi-
static trimmed
draught and

heeled draught

Hydrostatic
pressure due to

quasi-static
trimmed waterline

ax, ay, az, Po

(see Note 2) 

See Table 
2.4.8 Tank 

loading 
pattern, 4

See Ch 2, 3.4 
Asymmetrical 
boundary 
conditions for 
transverse 
loads

V3.2b
Maximum stern

acceleration
(stern pitch up)

MSW

Sag

CVM MW

Sag
CHM MHW

V3.3a
Maximum heave

(down)

MSW

Sag

CVM MW

Sag
CHM MHW

Vertically
balanced quasi-
static trimmed
draught and

heeled draught

Hydrostatic
pressure due to

quasi-static
trimmed waterline

ax, ay, az, Po

(see Note 2) 

See Table 
2.4.8 Tank 

loading 
pattern, 4

See Ch 2, 3.4 
Asymmetrical 
boundary 
conditions for 
transverse 
loads

V3.3b
Maximum heave

(up)

MSW

Hog

CVM MW

Hog
CHM MHW
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Note 1.  The vertical wave bending moment and the permissible vertical still water bending moment envelope, MSW, are to be applied, see Ch 

1, 2.1 Symbols 2.1.1 and Ch 2, 4.1 Introduction 4.1.5 for definition of MSW. The vertical wave bending moment envelope is to be obtained by

multiplying the Rule design vertical wave bending moment by the relevant load combination factor (CVM) given in Table 2.4.9 Load combination 

factors (LCFs) for vertical and transverse dynamic load cases. The horizontal wave bending moment is to be obtained by multiplying the

maximum design horizontal wave bending moment given in Ch 2, 4.15 Design horizontal wave bending moment by the relevant load combination

factor (CHM) given in Table 2.4.9 Load combination factors (LCFs) for vertical and transverse dynamic load cases.

Note 2.  Longitudinal, transverse and vertical accelerations are to be calculated in accordance with Ch 2, 4.11 Calculation of accelerations

which include the effect of gravity and load combination factors given in Table 2.4.9 Load combination factors (LCFs) for vertical and transverse 

dynamic load cases.

Note 3.  Accelerations, including the effect of gravity, are to be applied to the lightship mass, including the ship’s engine, and deadweight items

in the case of dynamic load cases.

Note 4.  Loading condition in the ship’s Loading Manual with odd number tank(s) full and even number tanks empty. Figures shown in Table 

2.4.8 Tank loading pattern is a ship with three cargo tanks for illustration purpose. The actual design may have different number of tanks.

Note 5.  Loading condition in the ship’s Loading Manual with even number tank(s) full and odd number tanks empty. Figures shown in Table 

2.4.8 Tank loading pattern is a ship with three cargo tanks for illustration purpose. The actual design may have different number of tanks.

Note 6.  Full ballast tanks are shown in way of empty cargo tanks. If the ship’s Loading Manual contains conditions in which ballast tanks in

way of empty cargo tanks are empty or have reduced filling level, then these conditions are to be analysed. See also Ch 2, 4.1 Introduction 4.1.3

and Ch 2, 4.2 Wave load cases 4.2.4.

Note 7.  If the ship/cargo tank structure or cargo arrangement is not symmetrical about the ship’s centreline then the vertical acceleration cases

for both cases (A) and (B) of the Table 2.4.9 Load combination factors (LCFs) for vertical and transverse dynamic load cases are to be

considered.

Table 2.4.3 Static heel load cases

Load case SWBM VWBM External pressure Internal pressure Tank loading pattern Boundary conditions

Full load SH1 See Note 2 See Note 2
Hydrostatic

pressure due
to heel angle of 30°

g , Po 

(see Note 3) 
See Table 2.4.8 Tank 

loading pattern, 1

An inertia relief solution is
recommended. If the FE package
being used does not provide this
facility then alternative boundary
conditions given in Figure 2.3.1 
Boundary conditions for the 
application of symmetric global 
loads may be used. See Ch 2, 3.4 
Asymmetric boundary conditions 
for transverse loads

Note 1.  The ship is to be heeled at an angle of 30° and balanced vertically on a trimmed waterline. Internal and external loads are to be

calculated based on the heeled/trimmed condition. All lightweight items are to be included.

Note 2.  No additional vertical bending moment is required to be applied to the FE model, i.e. the vertical bending moment in the model is equal

to the still water bending moment generated by the loads when the model is heeled. However, if the actual hull girder bending moment achieved

in the model exceeds MSW + 0,6MW, then correcting the bending moment in the model to MSW + 0,6MW is permitted.

Note 3.  Static tank pressure due to 30° heel condition is to be applied for the cargo tanks.

Note 4.  If the ship/cargo tank structure or cargo arrangement is not symmetrical about the ship’s centreline, then both port and starboard heel

cases are to be considered.
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Table 2.4.4 Transverse dynamic load cases

Load case SWBM HWBM Draught External
pressure Internal pressure Tank loading

pattern Boundary conditions

Alternate 1
see Notes
5, 7 and 8

T1
Maximum
transverse

acceleration

See 
 Note 4 CHM MHW

Vertically
balanced quasi-
static trimmed
and heeled
waterline (see 
Note 1)

Hydrostatic
pressure due to
quasi-static
waterline
(see Note 1)

ax, ay, az, Po
see Ch 2, 4.10 

Application of 
loads

See Table 
2.4.8 Tank 

loading 
pattern, 3

An inertia relief solution
is recommended. If the
FE package being used
does not provide this
facility then alternative
boundary conditions
given in Figure 2.3.3 
Alternative boundary 
conditions for 
transverse cases for a 
full-breadth model may
be used. See Ch 2, 3.4 
Asymmetric boundary 
conditions for 
transverse loads

Alternate 2
See Notes 
6, 7 and 8

T2
Maximum
transverse

acceleration

See 
Note 4 CHM MHW

Vertically
balanced quasi-
static trimmed
and heeled
waterline (see 
Note 1)

Hydrostatic
pressure due to
quasi-static
waterline
(see Note 1)

ax, ay, az, Po
see Ch 2, 4.10 

Application of 
loads

See Table 
2.4.8 Tank 

loading 
pattern, 4

Note 1.  The ship is to be heeled at a required angle balanced vertically on a trimmed waterline. External pressure applied to the FE model is to
be based on the hydrostatic pressure due to the heeled and trimmed waterline. See Ch 2, 4.12 Procedure to derive the quasi-static waterline for 

dynamic load cases.
Note 2.  The combination factors for transverse dynamic load cases given in Table 2.4.9 Load combination factors (LCFs) for vertical and 

transverse dynamic load cases are to be applied.
Note 3.  Longitudinal, transverse and vertical accelerations are to be calculated in accordance with Ch 2, 4.11 Calculation of accelerations

which include the effect of gravity.
Note 4.  The analysis may be based on the actual vertical bending moment generated by the applied loads. No additional hull girder vertical
bending moment is to be applied.
Note 5.  Loading condition in the ship’s Loading Manual with odd number tank(s) full and even number tanks empty. Figures shown in Table 

2.4.8 Tank loading pattern is a ship with three cargo tanks for illustration purpose. The actual design may have different number of tanks.
Note 6.  Loading condition in the ship’s Loading Manual with even number tank(s) full and odd number tanks empty. Figures shown in Table 

2.4.8 Tank loading pattern is a ship with three cargo tanks for illustration purpose. The actual design may have different number of tanks.
Note 7.  Full ballast tanks are shown in way of empty cargo tanks. If the ship’s Loading Manual contains conditions in which ballast tanks in
way of empty cargo tanks are empty or have reduced filling level, then these conditions are to be analysed. See also Ch 2, 4.1 Introduction 4.1.3

and Ch 2, 4.2 Wave load cases 4.2.4.
Note 8.  If the ship’s Loading Manual contains single tank loading conditions, then this loading configuration is to be analysed in addition to the
alternate loading configurations specified in this Table. If it is clearly stated in the ship’s Loading Manual that alternate loading conditions and
single tank loading conditions are prohibited in a sea-going condition then the analysis may be based on a homogeneous full load condition.
Note 9.  If the ship/cargo tank structure or cargo arrangement is not symmetrical about the ship’s centreline, then the transverse acceleration
cases for both cases (A) and (B) of the Table 2.4.9 Load combination factors (LCFs) for vertical and transverse dynamic load cases are to be
considered.
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Table 2.4.5 Collision load cases

Load case SWBM External static
pressure Internal pressure Tank loading

pattern Boundary conditions

Forward
collision

O1

See Notes 1, 2
and 4

Actual

See Note 5

Hydrostatic
pressure due to
static balanced WL

𝑎x = 0,5g 

𝑎z = g, Po

See Table 2.4.8 
Tank loading 

pattern, 5

See Ch 2, 3.2 Symmetrical 
boundary conditions for global 
loads and Figure 2.3.1 Boundary 
conditions for the application of 
symmetric global loads

Aft
collision

O2

See Notes 1, 3
and 4

Actual

See Note 5

Hydrostatic
pressure due to
static balanced WL

𝑎x = 0,25 g 

𝑎z = g, Po

See Table 2.4.8 
Tank loading 

pattern, 6

See Ch 2, 3.2 Symmetrical 
boundary conditions for global 
loads and Figure 2.3.1 Boundary 
conditions for the application of 
symmetric global loads

Forward collision
(assessment of

swash bulkhead)

O3

See Notes 2, 4,
6 and 7

Actual

See Note 5

Hydrostatic
pressure due to
static balanced WL

𝑎x = 0,5g 

𝑎z = g, Po 
See Table 2.4.8 

Tank loading 
pattern, 5 

See Ch 2, 3.2 Symmetrical 
boundary conditions for global 
loads and Figure 2.3.1 Boundary 
conditions for the application of 
symmetric global loads 

Note 1.  A fully loaded condition with all cargo tanks filled and at full load draught. For illustration, figure shown is a ship with three cargo

tanks.

Note 2.  For forward collision case, a forward acceleration of 0,5g is to be applied in the longitudinal direction to the lightship mass and cargo

in tanks.

Note 3.  For aft collision case, an aft acceleration of 0,25g is to be applied in the longitudinal direction to the lightship mass and cargo in

tanks.

Note 4.  Vertical downward acceleration of 1,0g is to be applied to all lightweight and deadweight items.

Note 5.  The analysis is based on the actual bending moment generated by the applied loads. No additional hull girder bending moment is to

be applied.

Note 6.  A loading condition with the cargo tank aft of the swash bulkhead filled and at full load draught.

Note 7.  The transverse swash bulkheads, where fitted, should be able to withstand half the collision load as described in Ch 2, 4.6 Collision 

load cases 4.6.1. However, the transverse swash bulkheads need not be considered in the analysis if the scantlings are greater than half of

the end transverse bulkheads, see Ch 2, 4.6 Collision load cases 4.6.2.

Note 8.  Two scenarios are to be investigated; friction forces based on dynamic friction coefficient and friction forces based on static friction

coefficient, see Ch 2, 4.6 Collision load cases 4.6.7.
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Table 2.4.6 Special load cases

Load case SWBM External static
pressure Internal pressure Tank loading

pattern Boundary conditions

Tank test
condition

O4

See Notes 1,
2 and 3

Actual

Hydrostatic
pressure due
to static
balanced WL

Actual loadings 
See Table 2.4.8 

Tank loading 
pattern, 7

See Ch 2, 3.2 Symmetrical boundary 
conditions for global loads and Figure 2.3.1 
Boundary conditions for the application of 
symmetric global loads

Flotation
case

O5

See Notes 4,
5, 6 and 7

- - - 
See Table 2.4.8 

Tank loading 
pattern, 8

See Ch 2, 3.3 Symmetrical boundary 
conditions for local loads and Figure 2.3.2 
Boundary conditions for the application of 
symmetric local loads and Figure 2.3.3 
Alternative boundary conditions for the 
application of symmetric local loads

Hold flooded
case

O6

See Notes 2,
8 and 9

Actual due to
flooded WL in
heel condition

Hydrostatic
pressure due
to static
balanced WL

Tank pressure

(Hydrostatic
pressure due to

flooded and
heeled WL)

See Table 2.4.8 
Tank loading 

pattern, 9 

An inertia relief solution is recommended. If
the FE package being used does not
provide this facility then alternative
boundary conditions given in Figure 2.3.1 
Boundary conditions for the application of 
symmetric global loads may be used. See 
Ch 2, 3.4 Asymmetric boundary conditions 
for transverse loads. 

Note 1.  The tank test case(s) are to consider the ship in the actual loading conditions when the tank test procedures are undertaken. It may

be necessary to analyse load cases for the testing of each cargo tank separately. Where the actual test loading condition consists of filling of

two or more cargo tanks sequentially, then the loading condition at the end of each step of the loading sequence is to be investigated to

ensure the structure is not overloaded.

Note 2.  All still water load items are to be applied.

Note 3.  External hydrostatic pressures due to the still waterline are to be applied.

Note 4.  Cargo tanks are to be empty. External buoyancy, deadweight and lightweight items and all other loads are not to be applied.

Note 5.  This load case is not based on an actual loading condition.

Note 6.  Only the void space between the inside of the hold and the outside of the cargo tank boundaries is assumed to be flooded up to the

scantling draught.

Note 7.  If damage stability calculations are available, then the depth of flooding from the damage stability calculations may be used in lieu of

the scantling draught as described in Ch 2, 4.8 Flotation load cases 4.8.4.

Note 8.  All cargo tanks are to be fully loaded. Each cargo hold is to be considered flooded in a separate load case. The heeled flooding

condition is to be determined in accordance with Table 2.4.7 Summary of loading condition with one cargo hold flooded. Damage stability

calculation may be used to determine the flooded waterline and heel angle. See Ch 2, 4.10 Application of loads.

Note 9.  External and internal hydrostatic pressure due to flooded waterline in damaged condition is to be applied. The pressure described in

Table 2.4.7 Summary of loading condition with one cargo hold flooded is to be applied to the transverse bulkheads of the flooded cargo hold.

Note 10.  For illustration, figures shown are ships with three cargo tanks.
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Table 2.4.7 Summary of loading condition with one cargo hold flooded

Item Loading condition 

Damage flooded
condition 

All cargo tanks are to be fully loaded and the ship is at its deepest draught. The following scenario is to be considered
for each cargo hold:
• The cargo hold space is to be flooded.
• The double bottom and hopper tanks, at the port or starboard side of the ship, in way of the flooded cargo hold are

to be flooded.

The flooded waterline and heel angle may be determined based on the damage stability calculation.

Where damage stability calculation is not available, the flooded waterline in flooded condition may be defined as
follows:

𝑇1 =  𝑇sc + 1,2 × 1,025 × (
𝑉h +𝑉𝑏

100 TPC
) (in m)

𝑇2 = 𝑇1 + 0,29 𝑏 

where
𝑉h is the volume of the void space in the flooded cargo hold corresponding to the level of scantling draught (in m3) 
𝑉b is the volume of the double bottom and hopper tanks, on one side of the centre line) in way of the flooded cargo 

hold (in m3)
𝑏 is the width of the cargo hold 
TPC is the displacement (tonnes) immersion per centimetre as given in the ship’s Loading Manual

Transverse bulkheads
in flooded hold 

Hydrostatic pressure due to the flooded waterline and pressure head due to the ship’s pitch motion. The pressure 

head due to the ship’s pitch motion, ℎpitch, is given by: 

ℎpitch = 0,35 𝑙H tan(ψ)  

𝑙H is the length of the flooded hold 

ψ is the pitch angle calculated in accordance with Ch 2, 4.11 Calculation of accelerations, 4.11.2 

Cargo hold boundary,
side and bottom shell Pressure based on heeled waterline in flooded condition 

Cargo tanks 
All cargo tanks fully loaded. Pressure differentiation due to cargo and flooded heeled waterline is to be applied to
the tank boundary in the flooded hold. 

Note 1. The pressure head to be applied to the external shell plating and longitudinal internal plating is different to that specified for the
bulkhead. The purpose of these load cases is to impose flood water loads, including the effect of ship motions and accelerations, onto the
bulkhead structure; hence the increased pressure head applied to the bulkhead. 
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Table 2.4.8 Tank loading pattern

(1) (2)

(3) (4)

𝑎x = 0,5g 

(5) 

𝑎x = 0,25g 

(6) 

Reference plot (sample) of No.1 tank test loading 

(7) 

Reference plot (sample) of No. 2 hold flooded

(8) 

Case 1: Case 2:

Case 3:

(9)

Note 1. For illustration, figures shown are ships with three cargo tanks. The actual design might have different number of cargo
tanks.
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Table 2.4.9 Load combination factors (LCFs) for vertical and transverse dynamic load cases 

Case A: Head, starboard oblique and beam seas 

Load component LCF

Vertical dynamic Transverse dynamic

Maximum bow acceleration
(Head sea)

Maximum stern acceleration
(Starboard oblique sea)

Maximum heave
acceleration

(Starboard beam sea)

Maximum transverse
acceleration

(Starboard beam sea)

Bow down Bow up Stern down Stern up Heave down Heave up Port side up

VWBM 𝑀w 𝐶VM 0,8 (sag) 0,8 (hog) 0,4 (hog) 0,4 (sag) 0,2 (sag) 0,2 (hog) 0,0

HWBM 𝑀HW 𝐶HM 0,0 0,0 −0,74 0,74 −0,21 0,21 −0,38

𝑎𝑥 
Longitudinal
acceleration

𝑎surge 𝐶xS 0,5 −0,5 -0,27 0,27 −0,14 0,14 0,0

𝑎pitch 𝐶xP −1,0 1,0 1,0 −1,0 0,0 0,0 0,0

𝑔 𝑆𝑖𝑛(ψ) 𝐶xG 1,0 −1,0 −0,61 0,61 0,0 0,0 0,0

𝑎𝑦 
Transverse
acceleration

𝑎sway 𝐶yS 0,0 0,0 0,18 −0,18 1,0 −1,0 0,05

𝑎roll 𝐶yR 0,0 0,0 −0,05 0,05 -0,33 0,33 −1,0

𝑔 𝑆𝑖𝑛(φ) 𝐶yG 0,0 0,0 0,05 −0,05 0,15 −0,15 1,0

𝑎𝑧 
Vertical

acceleration

𝑎heave 𝐶zH 0,5 −0,5 0,3 −0,3 1,0 −1,0 0,5

𝑎roll 𝐶zR 0,0 0,0 −0,05 0,05 −0,33 0,33 −1,0

𝑎pitch 𝐶zP −1,0 1,0 1,0 −1,0 0,0 0,0 0,0

Case B: Port oblique and beam seas (see Note 2) 

Load component LCF

Vertical dynamic Transverse dynamic

−
Maximum stern acceleration

(Port oblique sea)
Maximum heave acceleration

(Port beam sea)

Maximum transverse
acceleration

(Port beam sea)

− − Stern down Stern up Heave down Heave up Starboard side up

VWBM 𝑀w 𝐶VM − − 0,4 (hog) 0,4 (sag) 0,2 (sag) 0,2 (hog) 0,0

HWBM 𝑀HW 𝐶HM − − 0,74 −0,74 0,21 −0,21 0,38

𝑎𝑥 
Longitudinal
acceleration

𝑎surge 𝐶xS − − −0,27 0,27 −0,14 0,14 0,0

𝑎pitch 𝐶xP − − 1,0 −1,0 0,0 0,0 0,0

𝑔 𝑆𝑖𝑛(ψ) 𝐶xG − − −0,61 0,61 0,0 0,0 0,0

𝑎𝑦 
Transverse
acceleration

𝑎sway 𝐶yS − − −0,18 0,18 −1,0 1,0 −0,05

𝑎roll 𝐶yR − − 0,05 −0,05 0,33 −0,33 1,0

𝑔 𝑆𝑖𝑛(φ) 𝐶yG − − −0,05 0,05 −0,15 0,15 −1,0

𝑎𝑧 
Vertical

acceleration

𝑎heave 𝐶zH − − 0,3 −0,3 1,0 −1,0 0,5

𝑎roll 𝐶zR − − 0,05 −0,05 0,33 −0,33 1,0

𝑎pitch 𝐶zP − − 1,0 −1,0 0,0 0,0 0,0

Note 1.  Longitudinal, transverse and vertical accelerations are to be calculated in accordance with Ch 2, 4.11 Calculation of accelerations.
Note 2.  If the ship structural or cargo arrangement is not symmetrical about the ship’s centreline, then dynamic load cases for both cases (A)
and (B) are to be analysed. Otherwise case (B) may be omitted.

Table 2.4.10 Friction coefficient (reference values) 

Material 1 Material 2 Static friction coefficient, μs Dynamic friction coefficient, μd 

Steel Wood 0,5 0,2 

Steel Synthetic resin 0,5 0,2 

Steel Steel 0,15 0,15 
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Figure 2.4.1 Permissible still water bending moment envelopes 

Figure 2.4.2 Hydrostatic pressure distribution for asymmetric load cases using a full-breadth model
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Figure 2.4.3 Determination of internal pressure due to accelerations

Figure 2.4.4 Static pressure load distribution P for cargo tanks
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Note 1. αβ is the resultant acceleration vector at angle β
Note 2. where it can be established that there is no transfer of cargo across the centreline

bulkhead at an angle of 30° then the tanks can be treated as separated.

Figure 2.4.5 Internal tank pressure for dynamic load cases with transverse acceleration 
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4.10 Application of loads 

4.10.1 All components of a loading condition are to be included in the analysis. The lightship is to be included by adjusting the self-
weight of the model to equal the required lightweight and LCG position. Accelerations, including the effect of gravity, are to be applied to
the lightship mass, including the ship’s engine and deadweight items in the case of dynamic load cases. See also Ch 2, 2.1 Structural 
modelling 2.1.13. Pressure due to accelerations is to be applied to all cargo tanks and other large volume tanks, such as ballast tanks
and fuel oil tanks, and to be determined in accordance with Ch 4, 4.10 Application of loads 4.10.3. For small tanks such as fresh-water
tanks, daily-use tanks, lubrication oil tanks, etc., the inertia load may be obtained by applying the accelerations to the mass representing
the content of the tank. Accelerations are also to be applied to the ship light mass. To simplify the application of these acceleration
factors, large equipment items may be represented as mass elements. If the FE package being used does not support the application of
varying acceleration values, alternative methods should be discussed with the local LR office.

4.10.2 Buoyancy loads are to be applied as pressures, ρgh, to wetted shell elements, where h is the vertical distance from the waterline
to the centre of the element. See Figure 2.4.8 Pressure head distributions for local wave crest or trough.

4.10.3 Cargo loads, including the design vapour pressure, static and dynamic loads due to accelerations, are to be applied as pressures
directly to the elements representing the tank plating. The following equations are to be used to determine the pressure values:

For still water cases:
P = ρc ΛP g hz + Po

For vertical and transverse dynamic cases:
P = Po + ρc ΛP aβ Zβ

For forward collision cases:
P = Po + ρc ΛP g hz + ρc ΛP 0,5 g lx

For aft collision cases:
P = Po + ρc ΛP g hz + ρc ΛP 0,25 g lx

where

lx is the following reference distance:
• for bow pitched down vertical dynamic case and the forward collision case, the longitudinal distance from the aft end of

tank to centre of element,
• for bow pitched up vertical dynamic case and the aft collision case, the longitudinal distance from the forward end of tank

to centre of element.
hz  is the vertical distance from the highest point of a tank to centre of element, see Figure 2.4.4 Static pressure load distribution 

P for cargo tanks 

aβ is the resultant acceleration vector (at angle β) resulting from gravitational and dynamic effect at the centre of gravity of a
tank. These pressures may be determined using LR’s RulesCalc software.

Zβ is the largest liquid height above the point where the pressure is to be determined measured from the tank shell in the β 

direction, see Ch 4, 4.28.1.2 of the Rules for Ships for Liquefied Gases, Figure 2.4.3 Determination of internal pressure due 

to accelerations and Figure 2.4.5 Internal tank pressure for dynamic load cases with transverse acceleration.
ΛP ≤1,0, a factor to account for the difference in cargo tank volume measured from the primary barrier and that measured to the

ship structure.

4.10.4 Tank domes considered to be part of the accepted total tank volume shall be taken into account when determining Zβ, unless
the total volume of tank domes Vd does not exceed the following value:

𝑉d =  𝑉t (
100 − FL

FL
)

where

Vt  = tank volume without any domes; and

FL = filling limit in accordance with Ch 15, 15.1 of the Rules for Ships for Liquefied Gases.
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Figure 2.4.6 Sign convention of ship motions 

4.11 Calculation of accelerations 

4.11.1 The longitudinal, transverse and vertical accelerations, including the effect of gravity, for deriving pressures or inertia forces
acting on the hull structure are to be calculated as follows:

𝑎x = −[𝐶xS 𝑎surge + 𝐶xP 𝑎pitch 𝑧i − 𝑔 sin(𝐶xG ψ)] 

𝑎y = −[𝐶yS 𝑎sway − 𝐶yR 𝑎roll 𝑧i + 𝑔 sin(𝐶yG φ)] 

𝑎z = −[𝐶zH 𝑎heave + 𝐶zR 𝑎roll 𝑦i −  𝐶zP 𝑎pitch 𝑥i + 𝑔 cos(𝐶xG ψ) cos(𝐶yG φ)] 

where

𝑎x is longitudinal acceleration in the x direction (ship’s axis system), positive forward

𝑎y is transverse acceleration in the y direction (ship’s axis system), positive to port

𝑎z is vertical acceleration in the z direction (ship’s axis system), positive upward

𝑎surge is the maximum surge acceleration at the ship’s centre of gravity

𝑎sway is the maximum sway acceleration at the ship’s centre of gravity

𝑎heave is the maximum heave acceleration at the ship’s centre of gravity 

𝑎roll is the maximum roll acceleration

𝑎pitch is the maximum pitch acceleration

ψ is the maximum pitch angle 

φ is the maximum roll angle

𝑥i is the horizontal distance from the point of consideration to ship’s centre of gravity

𝑦i is the transverse distance from the point of consideration to ship’s centre of gravity

𝑧i is the vertical distance from the point of consideration to ship’s centre of gravity

𝐶xS, 𝐶xP, 𝐶xG, 𝐶yS, 𝐶yR, 𝐶yG, 𝐶zH, 𝐶zR and 𝐶zP are load combination factors given in Table 2.4.9 Load combination factors 

(LCFs) for vertical and transverse dynamic load cases 

The sign convention of ship motions is shown in Figure 2.4.6 Sign convention of ship motions.

4.11.2 The values of maximum surge, sway, heave, roll and pitch accelerations and roll and pitch angles may be obtained from the
following formulae:

𝑎surge = 0,275 𝑎o 𝑔 (m/s2)

𝑎sway = 0,55 𝑎o 𝑔 (m/s2)
𝑎heave = 𝑎o 𝑔 (m/s2)

ψ = 1350 𝐿−0,94  (1 + (
0,82

√𝐿
)

1,2

) (degrees)
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𝑎pitch =  (1 + 
0,98

√𝐿
) 

0,69 ψ

𝑇p
2 (rad/s2)

φ = 9000 
(1,25 − 0,021 𝑇r) 𝑓BK

π (70 + 1,15 𝐵)
(degrees)

 𝑎roll =  
0,69 φ

𝑇r
2 (rad/s2)

where

𝑎0  =  (1,58 − 0,47𝐶B) (
2,4

√𝐿
+

34

𝐿
−

600

𝐿2 )

𝑇p and 𝑇r is the pitch and roll period, in seconds, given by: 

𝑇p = 0,67 √𝐿 

𝑇r =  
2,3 𝑘r

√GM

GM = metacentric height, in metres

 𝑓BK = 1,2 for ships without bilge keel 

= 1,0 for ships with bilge keel

 𝑘r = roll radius of gyration, in metres, not to be greater than 0,3B. 

4.11.3 Alternatively, direct calculation procedures using an appropriate ship motion program may be used to derive the maximum ship
motions after consultation with LR.

4.12 Procedure to derive the quasi-static waterline for dynamic load cases 

4.12.1 This procedure may be used to calculate the static and dynamic loads acting on all deadweight and lightweight items to
determine the resulting quasi-static external pressure distribution acting on the shell plating.

4.12.2 The longitudinal weight distribution is to be broken down into convenient longitudinal sections for all lightweight and deadweight
items in a similar way to that required for a still water loads analysis.

4.12.3 Acceleration, in the direction of gravity, at the longitudinal centre of gravity of each section is to be calculated, including the
effect of gravity. Each section of lightweight and deadweight is to be multiplied by its corresponding acceleration to give the combined
static and dynamic weight distribution.

4.12.4 For dynamic load cases with no transverse acceleration component, the ship is to be balanced in an upright position on a
trimmed waterline using a still water loads program.

4.12.5 For dynamic load cases with a transverse acceleration component, the ship is to be vertically balanced on a heeled and trimmed
waterline. External sea pressure is to be calculated as hydrostatic pressure based on the ship heeled at an angle equal to the lesser of
the following angles and vertically balanced on a trimmed waterline:

• βo;
• 30° (or lifetime roll angle if ship motion is obtained from direct calculation method, see Ch 2, 4.11 Calculation of accelerations);
• Angle of heel equivalent to upper deck edge immersion at zero trim.

4.12.6 The value of βo is given as follows:

tan(βo) = 𝑎y / 𝑎z 

where 𝑎y and 𝑎z are the transverse and vertical accelerations, including the effect of gravity, at the centre of gravity position of 
the ship in ship’s axis system, calculated in accordance with Ch 2, 4.11 Calculation of accelerations.

4.12.7 The balanced waterline should not include any added wave profile. The resulting quasi-static waterline is to be used to apply
the external hydrostatic pressures to shell plating elements.

4.13 Application of assigned permissible still water and design vertical wave bending moment envelope 

4.13.1 Where required, the vertical wave bending moment and permissible vertical still water bending moment envelope are to be
applied to the FE model.

4.13.2 The additional bending moment distribution that is required to be applied to the FE model to generate the permissible still water
and Rule design vertical wave bending moments is illustrated in Figure 2.4.7 Procedure to derive required vertical bending moment 
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distribution for applying to FE model. This bending moment distribution takes account of the bending moment generated by the loading
condition of the FE load case. The total bending moment, i.e. the sum of the applied additional bending moment and the still water
bending moment from the FE load case, need not exceed the required value. Care is to be taken in the sign convention of sagging and
hogging in deriving the required bending moment distribution.

4.13.3 The vertical load distribution that is required to produce the bending moment distribution can be obtained by numerical
differentiation method. The load distribution calculated is to be approximated by a series of vertical forces acting along the length of the
FE model. These vertical forces are to be applied as a series of nodal forces at the side shell in proportion to the projected vertical cross-
sectional area. The distribution of the vertical forces is to be such that the required bending moment distribution can be closely
reproduced. It is recommended that the nodal forces be applied to every frame position.

4.13.4 Other proposed methods of applying the Rule vertical wave bending moment distribution and permissible vertical still water
bending moment envelope will be specially considered.

4.14 Procedure to apply local wave crest or trough

4.14.1 For the wave load cases, an additional wave head is to be applied over the full length of the FE model using the pressure
distribution shown in Figure 2.4.8 Pressure head distributions for local wave crest or trough.

4.14.2 The ship’s scantling draught may be used for deriving the pressure head distribution.

4.15 Design horizontal wave bending moment

4.15.1 The design maximum horizontal wave bending moment at any position along the ship is defined as:

MHW = 0,2372 C0 C4 L2 T (Cb + 0,7) kN m

where

𝐶0 = 11,65 (0,6 + 0,0942 (
𝐿

100
− 1)) 

and C4 is the longitudinal distribution coefficients defined as:

x/Lpp C4 x/L C4

0,00 (A.P.) 0,000 0,55 0,985
0,05 0,019 0,60 0,915
0,10 0,065 0,65 0,802
0,15 0,154 0,70 0,657
0,20 0,275 0,75 0,502
0,25 0,424 0,80 0,349
0,30 0,585 0,85 0,214
0,35 0,741 0,90 0,106
0,40 0,873 0,95 0,034
0,45 0,960 1,00 (F.P.) 0,000
0,50 1,000 - -

Intermediate values are to be determined by linear interpolation.

4.16 Support and chock design loads

4.16.1 For the assessment of tank support chocks, an additional load factor is to be applied to the calculated loads to allow for the case
that any one support may be subject to a higher load than the adjacent supports, due to of the construction tolerance and the relative
flexibility of the cargo tank and double bottom. A 12 per cent increase in the calculated loads is generally recommended when a 1mm
tolerance is specified for the fitting gap for supports made of resin impregnated laminated wood construction. For the application, see Ch 
2, 5.1 Permissible stresses 5.1.8.

4.16.2 Allowance for structural misalignment between cargo tank and double bottom members can be made using a separate fine
mesh model.

4.16.3 For anti-roll and anti-pitch chocks, it is generally recommended that the calculated loads are increased by 10 per cent when a
1mm tolerance is specified to allow for fitting tolerances for chocks of resin impregnated laminated wood construction. For the application,
see Ch 2, 5.1 Permissible stresses 5.1.9.
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4.16.4 A forward longitudinal acceleration will increase loads on fore end supports and decrease them at aft end supports, conversely
for an aft acceleration. Therefore, for a parallel sided tank, the scantlings, its support and supporting hull structure should be symmetrical
about the mid-tank position; hence, in general, the scantlings over the aft part of the tank, including its support and hull structure in way
are not to be less than that calculated for the forward part of the tank.

4.16.5 Proposals for additional load factors, other than the recommended additional load factors, are to be submitted for verification.
The additional load factors for supports and chocks made from alternative materials are to be agreed with LR.

4.16.6 A preliminary investigation is to be made on the effect of misalignment between the tank supports and their seatings on the
inner bottom due to a combination of thermal contraction, construction tolerances, and design gap at the anti-pitching chocks. If it is found
that this misalignment could cause a significant increase to, or redistribution of, the stress levels in the support chocks or the reinforcement
structure in way, this is to be examined further. The method of examination is to be discussed and agreed with LR.

4.17 Procedure for loading supports and chocks 

4.17.1 The longitudinal forces due to pitching are to be calculated for each tank using the longitudinal acceleration factor. Provided
the coefficient of friction between the tank seat and support chock material is sufficient, then no load will be present at the anti-pitching
chocks. If this is not the case, spring elements will be required to represent the anti-pitch chocks. The longitudinal forces are to be
distributed that the maximum available frictional force from the tank support chocks is to be uniformly distributed to each tank support
chock as above. The remaining longitudinal pitching force is to be absorbed by elastic springs representing the anti-pitch chocks
between the tank and the ship structure. This force is not to be applied as an external load.

4.17.2 The procedure described in Ch 2, 4.17 Procedure for loading supports and chocks 4.17.1 may also be applied to the
transverse forces due to ship motions to determine the loads acting on the anti-roll chocks and transverse friction forces at the tank
support chocks.

4.17.3 Coefficients of friction are sensitive to atmospheric dust and humidity, surface finish, velocity of sliding, temperature, vibration
and extent of contamination. The friction coefficient in Table 2.4.10 Friction coefficient (reference values) may be used, unless
otherwise provided by the makers.
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Figure 2.4.7 Procedure to derive required vertical bending moment distribution for applying to FE model 
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Figure 2.4.8 Pressure head distributions for local wave crest or trough 
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Chapter 2 
Analysis of Primary Structures of Type A Tank Liquefied Gas Carriers 

■ Section 5

Permissible stresses

5.1 Permissible stresses 

5.1.1 The stresses resulting from the application of all load cases, with the exception of load cases O1, O2, O3 of collision cases and
O5 of flotation static heel, collision, hold flooded and flotation load cases, are not to exceed the maximum permissible values given in
Table 2.5.1 Maximum permissible membrane stresses for wave load case, vertical dynamic load cases, static heeled cases, transverse 
dynamic cases and tank test conditions. The structural items indicated in Table 2.5.1 Maximum permissible membrane stresses for wave 
load case, vertical dynamic load cases, static heeled cases, transverse dynamic cases and tank test conditions are provided for guidance
as to the most likely critical areas. All stresses for all parts of the model, however, are to be examined.

5.1.2 The maximum permissible stresses applicable for load cases O1, O2 and O3 of the collision cases and O5 of flotation cases
static heel, collision, hold flooded and flotation load cases are given in Table 2.5.2 Maximum permissible membrane stresses for static 
heel, collision, hold flooded and flotation load cases collision load (O1, O2 and O3), flotation (O5) and hold flooded (O6) load cases.

5.1.3 In addition, it should be noted that the longitudinal hull girder elements should comply, as a minimum, with the requirements in
Pt 3, Ch 4 of the Rules for Ships, see Ch 1, 1.1 Introduction 1.1.4.

5.1.43 The permissible stress criteria in Table 2.5.1 Maximum permissible membrane stresses for wave load case, vertical dynamic 
load cases, static heeled cases, transverse dynamic cases and tank test conditions and Table 2.5.2 Maximum permissible membrane 
stresses for static heel, collision, hold flooded and flotation load cases collision load (O1, O2 and O3), flotation (O5) and hold flooded 
(O6) load cases are based on the recommended mesh size indicated in Sec 2 Ch 2, 2 Structural modelling.

5.1.54 The structural items indicated in Table 2.5.1 Maximum permissible membrane stresses for wave load case, vertical dynamic 
load cases, static heeled cases, transverse dynamic cases and tank test conditions and Table 2.5.2 Maximum permissible membrane 
stresses for static heel, collision, hold flooded and flotation load cases collision load (O1, O2 and O3), flotation (O5) and hold flooded 
(O6) load cases are provided for guidance as to the most likely critical areas. All stresses for all parts of the model, however, are to be
examined for high values.

5.1.65 Where openings are not represented in the structural model the element shear stress, τxy, is to be increased in direct proportion
to the modelled web shear area divided by the actual web area. The revised τxy is to be used to calculate the combined equivalent stress,
σe. Where the resulting stresses are greater than 90 per cent of the maximum permitted, a more detailed analysis using a fine mesh
representing the opening may be required or the scantlings increased accordingly.

5.1.76 The stresses in the synthetic materials usually incorporated between the steel faces of the supports and chocks are not to
exceed the values given in Table 2.5.3 Maximum permissible stresses for synthetic materials usually incorporated between the steel 
faces of the supports and chocks.

5.1.87 To allow for a tank support set-up as referred to in Ch 2, 4.1516 Support and chock design loads, all components of the computed
stresses in the model of the support are to be increased by 12 per cent before comparison with the assessment criteria in Table 2.5.1 
Maximum permissible membrane stresses for wave load case, vertical dynamic load cases, static heeled cases, transverse dynamic 
cases and tank test conditions. In addition, vertical direct stresses in the double bottom floor and girder elements in way, and in the tank
primary structure in way, are to be increased by 12 per cent, and the combined stress recalculated for comparison with Table 2.5.1 
Maximum permissible membrane stresses for wave load case, vertical dynamic load cases, static heeled cases, transverse dynamic 
cases and tank test conditions.

5.1.98 To allow for constructional tolerances in anti-roll and anti-pitch chocks as referred to in Ch 2, 4. 1516 Support and chock design 
loads, all components of the computed stresses in these supports are to be increased by 10 per cent before comparison with Table 2.5.1 
Maximum permissible membrane stresses for wave load case, vertical dynamic load cases, static heeled cases, transverse dynamic 
cases and tank test conditions. In addition, vertical direct stresses in the deck and cargo tank top primary structures in way are to be
increased by 10 per cent, and the combined stress recalculated for comparison with the assessment criteria in Table 2.5.1 Maximum 
permissible membrane stresses for wave load case, vertical dynamic load cases, static heeled cases, transverse dynamic cases and 
tank test conditions.
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(Table 2.5.1 is to be replaced entirely) 

Table 2.5.1 Maximum permissible membrane stresses

Structural item Load cases
(see Note 2)

Permissible stresses

Combined stress,
σe

Shear stress,

τ (see Note 4)

Double bottom structure

Bottom shell plating Tank test O4, wave and dynamic cases 0,92σ0 —

Inner bottom plating Tank test O4, wave and dynamic cases 0,92σ0 —

Double bottom girders Tank test O4, wave and dynamic cases 0,92σ0 0,46σ0

Double bottom floors

Hopper tank web plating

Wave cases 0,75σ0 0,35σ0

Tank test O4, dynamic cases 0,85σ0 0,40σ0

Side structure

Side shell plating Tank test O4, wave and dynamic cases 0,92σ0 0,50σ0

Hopper plating Tank test O4, wave and dynamic cases 0,92σ0 0,50σ0

Topside slanted plating Tank test O4, wave and dynamic cases 0,92σ0 0,46σ0

Side web frame

Topside tank transverse webs and flanges

Wave cases 0,75σ0 0,35σ0

Tank test O4, dynamic cases 0,85σ0 0,40σ0

Deck structure

Upper deck plating Tank test O4, wave and dynamic cases 0,92σ0 0,50σ0

Bulkhead structure

Bulkhead plating
Wave cases 0,75σ0 0,38σ0

Tank test O4, dynamic cases 0,85σ0 0,43σ0

Bulkhead vertical webs

Bulkhead stringers

Wave cases 0,75σ0 0,35σ0

Tank test O4, dynamic cases 0,85σ0 0,40σ0

Cargo tank structure

Cargo tank outer shell plating

Cargo tank centreline and swash bulkheads if fitted

Cargo tank stringers and flanges

Transverse webs and flanges

End bulkhead webs and flanges

Wave cases 0,75σ0 0,35σ0

Tank test O4, dynamic cases 0,85σ0 0,40σ0

Tank support systems and structure in way of

Tank support chock seating

Anti-rolling chock seating

Upper deck transverse webs and flanges

Wave cases 0,75σ0 0,35σ0

Tank test O4, dynamic cases 0,85σ0 0,40σ0

Face plate of web structure

Transverse structure face plate (stress criterion
refers to direct stress in face plate).

Wave cases 0,75σ0 -

Tank test O4, dynamic cases 0,85σ0 -
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Note 1. Stress criteria relate to the coarse mesh described in Ch 2, 2.1 Structural modelling 2.1.5.

Note 2. Dynamic load cases include vertical dynamic and transverse dynamic load cases. The stress criteria for the static heel, collision,
hold flooded and flotation load cases are to be in accordance with Table 2.5.2 Maximum permissible membrane stresses for static heel, collision, 

hold flooded and flotation load cases.

Note 3. If a finer mesh size is used, then stresses may be averaged over an area equal to the size of the coarse mesh element in way of
the structure being considered. The averaging is to be based only on elements with their boundary located within the desired area. Stress
averaging is not to be carried out across structural discontinuity or abutting structure.

Note 4. For girders, stringers, vertical webs and floors the specified values relate to the mean shear stress over the depth of the member.
For bulkhead, side shell, inner hull, hopper and deck plating, they relate to shear stress of single FE element.

(Table 2.5.2 is to be replaced entirely) 

Table 2.5.2 Maximum permissible membrane stresses for static heel, collision, hold flooded and flotation load cases

Structural item Load cases

Permissible stresses

Combined stress,
σe

Shear stress,

τ (see Note 4)

Structural items as specified in Table 2.5.1 Maximum permissible membrane 

stresses
SH1 1,0σ0 0,55σ0

Tank support systems and structure in way of

Anti-pitching chock seating O1, O2 and O3 1,0σ0 0,55σ0 (see Note 3)

Transverse bulkheads O1, O2 and O3 1,0σ0 0,55σ0 (see Note 3)

Anti-flotation chock seating O5 1,0σ0 0,55σ0 (see Note 3)

Upper tank and topside transverse webs and flanges O5 1,0σ0 0,55σ0 (see Note 3)

Transverse bulkhead structure and immediate integration areas

Transverse watertight bulkhead:

(a) Plating
O6 1,0σ0 0,55σ0 (see Note 3)

Vertical webs and horizontal stringers:
(a) Web plating
(b) Face plates (stress criterion refers to direct stress in face plate).

O6 1,0σ0 

1,0σ0

0,55σ0 (see Note 3)

Double bottom girders, side shell, inner bottom, hopper, topside and deck
integration with transverse bulkhead

O6 1,0σ0 0,55σ0 (see Note 3)

Note 1.  Stress criteria are based on the coarse mesh described in Ch 2, 2.1 Structural modelling 2.1.5.

Note 2.  If a finer mesh size is used, stresses may be averaged over an area equal to the size of the coarse mesh element in way of the
structure being considered. The averaging is to be based only on elements with their boundary located within the desired area. Stress averaging
is not to be carried out across structural discontinuity or abutting structure.

Note 3.  Criteria relate to single element.

Note 4. For girders, stringers, vertical webs and floors the specified values relate to the mean shear stress over the depth of the member. For
bulkhead, side shell, inner hull, hopper and deck plating, they relate to shear stress of single FE element.
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Table 2.5.3 Maximum permissible stresses for synthetic materials usually incorporated between the steel faces 

of the supports and chocks 

Condition Not to exceed the lesser of

Cargo conditions 0,5σu 0,9σy

Structural testing 0,37σu 0,9σy

Symbols:

σu = Uultimate crushing strength of support material, in N/mm2

σy = Yyield or proof stress of support material, in N/mm2

■ Section 6

Buckling acceptance criteria

6.1 Buckling stresses 

6.1.1 For all load cases, with the exception of the static heel, collision, hold flooded and flotation load cases collision load cases O1,
O2 and O3 and flotation load cases O5, the buckling criteria are given in Table 2.6.1 Local plate panel required factor against buckling 
(see Note 1). Plate buckling is to be investigated for all areas of primary structure, but particular attention is to be paid to the areas
specified in Table 2.6.1 Local plate panel required factor against buckling (see Note 1).

6.1.2 The buckling criteria applicable to static heel, collision, hold flooded and flotation load cases collision load cases O1, O2 and
O3 and the flotation load cases O5, are given in Table 2.6.2 Local plate panel required factor against buckling (static heel, collision, hold 
flooded and flotation load cases) Table 2.6.1 Local plate panel required factor against buckling (see Note 1).

6.1.3 In addition, it should be noted that the longitudinal hull girder elements should comply, as a minimum, with the requirements in
Pt 3, Ch 4, 7 of the Rules for Ships, see Ch 1, 1.1 General 1.1.4.

(Paragraphs 6.1.4 to 6.1.10 are to be renumbered  6.1.3 to 6.1.9) 

Table 2.6.1 Local plate panel required factor against buckling (see Note 1) 

(Part only shown) 

Note 1.  Applicable to wave load cases, vertical dynamic load cases, static heel load cases, transverse dynamic load cases and tank
test load cases.

(Table 2.6.2 is to be replaced entirely) 

Table 2.6.2 Local plate panel required factor against buckling (static heel, collision, hold flooded and flotation load cases) 

Structural item Load cases Factor against
buckling, 

Anti-rolling chock seating and structural items as specified in Table 2.6.1 Local 
plate panel required factor against buckling

SH1

1,0
Anti-pitching chock seating, cargo tank plating, vertical webs and stringers O1, O2 and O3

Anti-flotation chock seating, topside tank plating and transverse web O5

Bulkhead plating, vertical webs, stringers and girders. Immediate areas of
integration (see Note 1). O6

Note 1. Immediate areas of integration are to include side, bottom and deck structure from one web frame aft of the
bulkhead to one web frame forward of the bulkhead.
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Chapter 3 
Analysis of Structural Details 

■ Section 3

Loading and boundary conditions

3.1 General 

(Part only shown) 

3.1.2  Where a separate local fine mesh model is used, enforced displacements obtained from the full ship FE model in Ch 2 
Analysis of Primary Structures of Type A Tank Liquefied Gas Carriers are to be applied to the boundaries of the fine mesh model. All
local loadings are to be applied to the fine mesh model. 

■ Section 4

Permissible stresses

4.1 Application 

4.1.1  The stresses resulting from the application of the load cases referenced in Table 2.4.1 Wave load cases to Table 2.4.4 
Transverse dynamic load cases in Ch 2 Analysis of Primary Structures of Type A Tank Liquefied Gas Carriers and the tank test load
cases are not to exceed the maximum permissible values given in Table 3.4.1 Maximum permissible stresses in Ffine Mmesh regions 
in way of stress concentrations.

4.1.2 The stresses resulting from the application of the static heel, collision, hold flooded and flotation collision and flotation load cases
are not to exceed the criteria given in Table 3.4.2 Maximum permissible stresses in Ffine Mmesh regions in way of stress concentrations 
(static heel, collision, hold flooded and flotation load cases) (Collision and Flotation load cases).

Table 3.4.1 Maximum permissible stresses in Ffine Mmesh regions in way of stress concentrations

(Part only shown) 

Load cases

Permissible stresses

Combined stress
σe 

Direct stress
σ 

Shear stress
τxy 

Fine mesh regions
with mesh size in
accordance with Ch 
3, 2.1 Application 
2.1.4

σcoarse

See Note 1
Cases as in Table 2.4.1 
Wave load cases to
Table 2.4.4 Transverse 
dynamic load cases in Ch 
2 Analysis of Primary 
Structures of Type A 

Tank Liquefied Gas 
Carriers and tank test
load cases

See Table 2.5.1 Maximum 
permissible membrane 
stresses for wave load 
case, vertical dynamic 
load cases, static heeled 
cases, transverse 
dynamic cases and tank 
test conditions in Ch 2 
Analysis of Primary 
Structures of Type A 

Tank Liquefied Gas 

Carriers

_

See Table 2.5.1 Maximum 
permissible membrane 
stresses for wave load 
case, vertical dynamic 
load cases, static heeled 
cases, transverse 
dynamic cases and tank 
test conditions in Ch 2 
Analysis of Primary 
Structures of Type A 

Tank Liquefied Gas 

Carriers

Average combined
stress, σaverage, see
Note 2

1,0σ0 _ 0,55σ0

Individual element 1,2σ0 _ 0,55σ0 _

In way of dome
openings, see Ch 3, 
2.1 Application 2.1.5

Peak stress in
radius: clear of
welds

Cases as in Table 2.4.1 
Wave load cases to
Table 2.4.4 Transverse 
dynamic load cases in Ch 
2 Analysis of Primary 
Structures of Type A 

Tank Liquefied Gas 
Carriers and tank test
load cases

_ 1,5σ0 _

Peak stress in
radius: in way of
welds

_ 1,2σ0 _
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Table 3.4.2 Maximum permissible stresses in Ffine Mmesh regions in way of stress concentrations (static heel, collision, 

hold flooded and flotation load cases) (Collision and Flotation load cases)

(Part only shown) 

Load cases

Permissible stresses

Combined stress
σe 

Direct stress
σ 

Shear stress
τxy 

Fine mesh regions
with mesh size in
accordance with Ch 
3, 2.1 Application 
2.1.4

σcoarse

See Note 1

Static heel, collision,
hold flooded and
flotation load cases
Collision and Flotation
load cases 

See Table 2.5.2 Maximum 
permissible membrane stresses 
for static heel, collision, hold 
flooded and flotation load cases 
collision load (O1, O2 and O3), 
flotation (O5) and hold flooded 
(O6) load cases in Ch 2 
Analysis of Primary Structures 

of Type A Tank Liquefied Gas 

Carriers

_

See Table 2.5.2 Maximum 
permissible membrane 
stresses for static heel, 
collision, hold flooded and 
flotation load cases collision 
load (O1, O2 and O3), flotation 
(O5) and hold flooded (O6) 
load cases in Ch 2 Analysis of 
Primary Structures of Type A 

Tank Liquefied Gas Carriers

Average
combined
stress,
σaverage, see
Note 2

Static heel, collision,
hold flooded and
flotation load cases
Collision and Flotation
load cases

1,3σ0 _ _
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Chapter 4 
Modelling of Supports and Chocks 

■ Section 1

Modelling of Ssupports and Cchockcs

(Parts only shown) 

1.1 Modelling of supports and chocks 

1.1.8 Frictional forces between the chocks and seatings are to be considered based on static and dynamic friction coefficients (μs
and μd). The magnitude of the frictional force is related to the reaction (compressive axial force) between the chocks and seating.
Friction coefficients depend on the materials in contact and typical values are specified in Table 2.4.810 Friction coefficient (reference 
values). 

1.1.10 Spring and rod elements are unable to incorporate frictional forces automatically and require manual application. The total
frictional force applied to the chocks can be calculated as follows:

Ftotal  = Mtank × atank if Mtank × atank ≤ μs × ΣRElement Reaction 

Ftotal  = μd × ΣRElement Reaction if Mtank × atank ≤ > μs × ΣRElement Reaction 

Chapter 5 
Alternative Procedures for Transverse Load Cases 

■ Section 1

Procedure to apply transverse asymmetric loads to a half-breadth FE model

(Parts only shown) 

1.1 General 

1.1.1 The preferred method for analysing the transverse load cases is to use a full-breadth model as described in Ch 2 Analysis of 
Primary Structures of Type A Tank Liquefied Gas Carriers. If however, the analyst chooses to use a half-breadth model for the
transverse cases, the procedure described in this Section is to be used.

1.1.11 The load cases to be compared with the stress and buckling criteria given in Ch 2 Analysis of Primary Structures of Type A 
Tank Liquefied Gas Carriers are obtained as follows.
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